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Mariam Rashidi: cleaner and better
Look around is not it beautiful. Buildings get higher streets get cleaner. Everything 
is just perfect. Did you remember what happened in the past four years. It was an 
ominous year. CORONA, REVOLUTION, ECONOMY is FLATTEND and everything 
is terrible. Here where I stand, where I live everybody breaks the clawed of fear. YOU 
KNOW THE FEAR OF CORONA AND THE OTHER SHIT LUCKED THINGS. I do 
not want to talk too much, but as I can say WE ARE FREE NOW. To be honest I was 
amazed from the fortunes of this year. I become New ME I am about to graduate from 
the university of ARCHEOLOGY. At the end, pray for three things in life. HOMELAND, 
HEALTH and FAMILY. God bless you all and enlighten your life. No matter the year is 
or will be. It is enough for us to have loved ones.
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Ruba Nakouzi: what a year
So full of wonderful things; just look around you, things got really changed so fast positively. 
Everything is so simple fast & quick. Clean streets, high buildings, eco-friendly cars, 
buses, trucks and trains, planted trees and flowers people crossing the roads, robots 
being spread all over city to help us in different majors in over daily lifestyle; they got 
related in many thing like in education, medications, social media and more.  

Do you remember four years ago? 
The revolution, the severe spread of Corona virus; oh, it really affected us more 
negatively than positively in those days. Thus, these things had made such good 
changes; everything is so good now. Honestly, I am really amazed of what changes 
had occurred from the last 4 years till now; I am now soon going to graduate from 
Rafic Hariri University as being a graphic designer and I hope thing will get better 
and better. In the end, there are three things you should really take care of in your life 
which are: family, health, and friendship. God bless us all and lighten our way in this 
life. No matter what year is now or will be it is nice to be surrounded by the people 
you love the most. 
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Rana Al Haj: The Cornish is clean and safe
I’m Rana ,21 years old look I ‘am standing at the Cornish now you know and actually things 
have changed because four years ago things were really horrible. Here trash was littered 
everywhere, ozone layer was depleted. They established some projects on the mountain of 
waste, because this mountain was the main factor for environmental pollution. They ended 
up making deals and favouritism which the best idea the revolution made and brought waste 
from abroad that was causing chaos and more waste recovery, and now everyone can pass 
by it safely.  Here, people can swim without causing illness. People can also roam and do 
some sports by enjoying the fresh air, just like I do after we have been deprived of going. I 
know that many people died, and many people suffered in the times of Corona, but things 
became better. People have learned how to take care of their environment after the ozone 
layer was healed. We tried our best not to make the place become a mess again so look at 
it now it is clean, and I like it.
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Everything has changed yet nothing did
 It feels the same, yet a lot of stuff had improved. After the success of the Lebanese revolution, 
the government now is professionally working to improve a lot of things. Syrian refugees are 
mostly now back to their country, yet some of them are now living and working normally in 
Lebanon. A very few of them are still living in shelters. I am now near the Ouzai shelter in Saida 
where a lot of Syrian families used to live when I still lived in Lebanon. It looks less miserable 
than I remember it was. I smile at a girl while asking her, “Sweetie, does your family live 
here?’ And she answered, “Yes, but we’re packing our things to go back to Syria!”. I see 
a man standing near, and I introduce myself “Hello Mr! I’m the activist Farah Al-Nassar! 
Do you have any information about what’s going to happen to this place?”, and he goes 
“Yes miss, they were going to turn it into a university, but I’ve heard that new plans say 
it will be turned into a Special Needs Public School by 2026.” And I smiled, genuinely, 
because for the first time ever, I felt like Lebanon is finally going to be in peace.

Farah Al Nassar: I am back in Palestine
-Palestine is my mother, and Lebanon my adoptive father-Aaaagh 
how I have missed the summer breeze of Saida. Even though i went back 
to my home Palestine in 2022 after it became free, I have come to visit the 
city I was born in, Saida. Entering Palestine for the first time was the best 
feeling I’ve ever had. It felt like a miracle. It felt like everything a human 
heart can feel. I can never pay Palestine enough by words for being the 
home I always feel right in. She is my real biological mother that has been 
fighting for us since years. Lebanon felt like a father who adopted me, and 
I absolutely miss every place I have memories in. I am now walking in the 
streets of Saida, and it almost feels unreal. 
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This place is different, but still the same is that good or bad? I guess it›s all a matter of 
perspective, you see through all that chaos people still manage to find what they seek, and so 
do I oh so do I. I›m going to be a doctor in a couple of years, that’s how it›s been and that›s 
how it›s going to be. 

Marwa Al Hayek: Will people change if government change?
The streets were empty, for fear has walked among them. I hated the way they were so 
crowded, but now it feels alive, even the rough rocks seem to blend in , this crowded narrow 
souk resembles our future don›t you think? as we march forward we face twists and stops. The 
elections are coming up things were brighter but now the uncertainty clouds my judgement, 
after all it is my future. Lebanon is far from a utopia; will it all be temporary? another Anastasia? 
if the government changes will the people change? Tenacious and loud but still colourful I›m 
still burdened by future, and it›s taking its toll on me is it all perpetual motion an endless 
dilemma or will there be a glitch in the matrix? change is bound to happen but when ? Or 
is it already there but can›t be seen. « equality amongst all so that all can have jobs and 
dreams « would it be possible soon, or just another cliché mantra on the rusty lips of control 
I am sorry I never have my hopes up too high especially when it comes to jobs and future. 
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Zainab Halima: Things are not perfect yet
The sunlight =poured into my local dim lit library as I was 
rereading “Harry Potter” for what felt like the 10th time 
in my 18 years.  “FINALLY! Some light to properly cling 
into the words with!” I thought with great disappointment 
towards our government who, unfortunately, still hasn’t 
managed to provide us with proper and permanent 
electricity. I snapped out of my cynical thoughts with a 
light tap on my shoulder and smiled at the friendly-looking 
stranger standing behind me. “Hey, I’m a foreigner and I 
was really curious about the hopes and dream of some 
of this country’s students. I would be more than grateful 
if you could shed light on that issue since you seem 
to be one?” he said and smiled a little wider. I smiled 
back, mirroring the one plastered on his face and 
said: “Well, I am still somehow confused about my 
future. One never knows what may happen, especially 
after all the chaos in 2020… I just hope I get a decent 
degree on my official exams, for they will determine 
whether I will get a scholarship or not. Hopefully, when I 
get one, I will move to Beirut and live in a dorm or come 
back here every afternoon via public transportations.

Dreams can not always 
become true
It may be tiring, but all my 
exhaustion and exasperation 
will be forgotten once I 
achieve my dreams. I aspire 
to become a bestselling 
writer one day. However, you 
may find way simpler dreams 
where I’m from, and a dream 
that unites all our ambitions 
is making a living, finding a 
moderate apartment, and 
forming a secured family… 
As I said earlier, dreams are 
very simple where I’m from 
because most can’t afford 
having a complex dream of 
glory, so this type of dreams 
are buried and forgotten just 
like childhood memories. It’s 
really sad, but the economic 
situation kept getting worse-
the few months of quarantine 
in 2020 helped majorly-and 
more people started leaving, 
so the ordinary and humbled 
were left.” I finished with a 
sigh and a silent tear that 
slipped down my cheek, “We 

all just live on hopes for the 
better.”           
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